
REASONS OF INCREASE IN POPULATION OF LARGEST 

CITIES IN PAKISTAN (CENSUS BASE) 

POPULATION: 

 What is populace? 

In human biology, the complete numbers of peoples soak up an area (inclusive of a country or the 

sector) and often being modified via will increase (births and migrations) and fatalities (deaths and 

migrations). 

the whole number of humans or citizens in a rustic or place. The overall of parents occupying a 

place or making up a whole. The total of devices at a selected electricity degree —used particularly 

of atoms in a laser 

In biology a populace is all the creatures of the identical organization or species, which live in a 

selected physical place. the place of a sexual population is the place wherein inter-breeding is in 

all likelihood viable between any pair in the region, and in which the chance of interbreeding is 

more than the possibility of cross-breeding with people from different places.   

In sociology, populace refers to a collection of humans and their whole war. demography is a social 

technological know-how which desires the statistical observe of populations. population, in a extra 

simple time period, is the variety of human beings in a town or city, region, usa or international; 

residents is normally decided by way of a technique known as census (a system of gathering 

,analyzing, compiling and publishing figures).  

 

 

 



 What's over population? 

The time period “over populace” or “populace explosion” is used to direct the concept of greater 

populace for less sources. 

Overpopulation is an uninvited situation where the quantity of existing human populace beats the 

sporting capacity of earth. overpopulation is produced via range of factors. decreased humanity 

charge, better medical facilities, depletion of valuable capitals are few of the reasons which leads 

to overpopulation. it's miles possible for a in moderation inhabited area to turn out to be densely 

populated if it isn't able to endure lifestyles. 

 

 Population Situation In Pakistan: 

According to the economic survey of Pakistan 2010-11, the entire population of Pakistan is 177.1 

million against the 173.5 million in last 12 months. population growth price is 2.1 % and in the 

listing of most populous countries, Pakistan is at sixth wide variety. 

 

CAUSES OF OVER POPULATION 

 

1.Allah Is Raziq 

Muslims have a solid notion that god gives food to everyone even to an ant residing in a stone. so, 

why they reduce the size of circle of relatives 

2. No Or Less Possibility Cost 

71 % ladies are not lively in economic activities in Pakistan. women have no any economic loss 

even as having a childe. possibility cost for having a childe could be very low or 0 in Pakistan. 

3.Low In Keeping With Capita Earnings 



We recognize that in keeping with capita earnings derives by means of dividing national income 

on total populace. low in step with capita profits indicates populace explosion. in keeping with 

capita income in Pakistan is $ 1254. 

4.Unemployment 

Unemployment is also a symbol of over populace. it's miles tough to alter the huge populace in 

financial activities. charge of unemployment is five.6 % in Pakistan.  

 

5.Excessive Population Increase Price:  

The beginning price is very high which shows that our united states is over populated. speedy 

boom rate of population is 2.1 % in Pakistan. 

6.Want For More Incomes Palms 

A single man or woman cannot sport his big circle of relatives in growing international locations 

like Pakistan. he thinks to have extra youngsters to be greater incomes hands. 

7.Afghan Refugees 

An arrival of refugees from India and specifically from Afghanistan is likewise ensuing in extra 

populace. 

8. Low Death Price 

Discount in dying charge is some other motive of over populace. death charge in 1951 changed 

into 2.8 % at the same time as it's miles simply 0.73 % in 2010-11. 

9. Low Standard Of Living 

It's far observed that during Pakistan human beings with low profits have more youngsters. it's far 

tough to help such huge size circle of relatives. it effects in low residing preferred of the populace. 

10.Warm Weather 



Because of the nice and cozy weather, adolescents and maturity is attained at an early age. it also 

results in rapid population boom.  

11.Absence Of Circle Of Relatives Planning 

Effective circle of relatives planning is not available in Pakistan. people aren't familiar with the 

methods of circle of relatives planning. they experience hesitation to consult a doctor. 

12.Joint Family Gadget 

There may be competition the various member of the family in accordance with the family length 

in joint own family machine. it's also a purpose for speedy increase of kids. 

13.Early Marriages: 

The marriages take region generally between 16 to 22 years of age in Pakistan. the period for re-

productivity is very lengthy. 

14.Illiteracy: 

Because of lack of education, human beings are not privy to with the financial issues resulting 

from excessive start charge. literacy charge is fifty seven.7 % in Pakistan.  

15.Inefficient Populace: 

Dependency ratio could be very high in our county. handiest 32.17 % populace participate in 

financial sports and other sixty seven. Eighty three % depends upon them. it views as a stress on 

land and populace expulsion 

16.Polygamy Practice: 

Polygamy is the circumstance or practice of having multiple spouse at one time. the existence of 

polygamy additionally contributes to the boom in population. 

17.Urbanization: 

Due to rural urban migration and absence of facilities in towns, there are many social troubles. it 

results in boom in city population. higher fee of urbanization is a trademark of over populace. 



18.Low Saving & Investment: 

The charge of saving and funding of gap are handiest nine.5% and 13four% respectively in 

Pakistan. charge of funding and employment is also very low because of low price of financial 

savings. so these indicate that Pakistan is over populated. 

19.Terrible Vitamins: 

Humans in Pakistan get terrible weight loss plan, which affects the health and working potential. 

it reduces the in keeping with capita earnings, which is a sign of populace explosion. 

 

20.Concept Of Massive Own Family: 

Massive own family length is considered as a supply of power to persuade humans and to control 

the men and women around them. people feel pride to have a big circle of relatives. 

21.Vicious Circle Of Poverty: 

Very excessive populace growth price reduces the consistent with capita profits, saving, funding 

and productivity. a country is for this reason caught up in vicious circle of poverty. vicious circle 

of poverty is likewise a image of over population. 

 

Reason Behind Increase In Population In Big Cities Of Pakistan 

Purpose at the back of boom in population of biggest towns of Pakistan is centers. because of these 

facilities or opportunity people migrate from small cities or cities in the direction of huge or big 

towns  



 

 

 Education:  

                     The majority migrates from small city to huge towns for the sake of training. in small 

towns or city there aren't exact centers of education, often after final touch of matric or intermediate 

time period human beings migrate to massive cities for higher research in schools or in university. 

even for higher schooling people migrates from one united states to another, like united kingdom, 

America, Australia and Canada. 

These days higher schooling is very crucial and useful, and those literacy charge is decreasing 

daily simply because of humans are displaying greater hobby in training. 

even education is the major reason of migration and in boom of populace in biggest cities of 

Pakistan. 

 Health: 

 Most of the people migrate from form their home cities to huge towns for better treatment and 

treatment. in small cities there are not top centers of health like hospitals, doctors, surgical 

instrument and and so forth so due to this people shifted to massive towns for better treatment  

big cities like in Pakistan Lahore ,Islamabad and  Karachi, in these towns the remedy are so exact 

and hospitals are so even managed  

 Jobs: 

As Pakistan is under develop country and poverty fee is excessive in Pakistan, in small cities there 

aren't any circumstances of big agencies or every other suitable jobs for better studies college 



students so, in this situation they migrate closer to the large cities for process opportunities and 

even the earnings is nice with respect to the studies. in small town humans of higher research are 

doing small jobs and getting very much less charge.so it's miles better to shifted to massive or 

biggest cities of Pakistan. 

 Entertainment: 

As biggest cities of Pakistan has proper centers equal as they have got more fun and entertainment. 

Even amusement includes like cinemas even for the folks who are interested by performing they 

move closer to the huge towns to participate in films and fulfilled their dreams 

In big towns entrainment like cinemas, parks, suggests, joy lands are available , few human beings 

are very found of entertainment so that they migrated from small town to large towns for just the 

sake of leisure and it is also a large reason of increase in population of big cities. 

 

 Shopping: 

So in huge cities we can find something we want to buy, there are big department shops , from 

which we should purchase whatever and they're effortlessly available in them and additionally 

reached able for us, 

in large towns good designers are there, indoors designers, furniture’s, any electric device can 

effortlessly be to be had for us  

 Food: 

In massive towns like we also can say that massive cities is continually the city of lights ,in huge 

towns there are accurate restaurant and fast ingredients stores . few humans are very found of 

eating and in small towns there are right eating place or any suitable food factor so that they just 

go to big cities for true food facilities  

 

 Social Occasions: 



In big towns there are also some big occasions occur like speeches, art opposition expo-centers, 

charity, countrywide assembly and they attract people loads so they migrated from small towns to 

huge cities .this is also a motive in growth in populace of large towns 

 

 Sports: 

In big towns recreation is given attention for the fattiness of people and some human beings have 

simply hobby in game .so in massive cities of Pakistan sports activities activates are organized 

that’s why people migrate in the direction of large cities . in big cities there are more facilities for 

sports activities.in Pakistan the general public like these sports activities cricket ,hockey 

,badminton and football etc . humans also migrate to big cities because there are stadiums where 

sports activities matches are played . game is likewise correct for health . that is also a purpose of 

increase of population in larger cities of Pakistan . 

 

LARGEST CITIES OF PAKISTAN ARE: 

 

 

• Karachi         14,916,456 

• Lahore           11,126,285 

• Faisalabad    Three,2o4,726 

• Rawalpindi   2,O98,231 

• Gujranwala   2,027,001 



• Peshawar       I,970,042 

• Multan           1,871,843 

• Hyderabad     1,734,309 

• Islamabad      1,009,832 

• Quetta             1,001,205 

 

 

 PAKISTAN POPULATION RECORDS 

To interrupt this down even more specially, the population of Pakistan grew, on common, at a fee 

of three percent in keeping with year from 1951 until the middle of the 1980’s decade. from the 

mid 1980’s till the yr 2000, the increase of the population slowed down to approximately 2.6 

percent per 12 months; and from 2000 to 2012, to approximately 2 percentage in keeping with yr. 

the reason for this gradual population increase may be that the us . spent numerous effort and time 

to sluggish down the populace growth. due to those efforts, it is lots poorer than what's became a 

long term ago. if it did no longer make any effort to gradual down its populace growth, then there 

would without a doubt be forty nine .thirteen million greater human beings within the u . s . than 

the modern-day reviews. but on the alternative cease, they could additionally be plenty richer as a 

rustic. in other words, Pakistan, had it not slowed down its population boom, would surely be 52 

percent richer than it is proper now. obviously, history cannot be modified, so the efforts were 

switched to teaching its population as an alternative. 

 

 Pakistan Populace Boom 

Since the year 1947, when the united states of America became a sovereign nation, the populace 

of Pakistan has accelerated appreciably, in particular because increasingly more human beings felt 

relaxed moving their households and groups to the region. compared to the opposite international 

locations inside the region, the growth fee of Pakistan is ready 2.1 percent better. it's miles 



anticipated that in approximately 35 years, if this increase keeps, the population of Pakistan will 

eventually grow to be double of what it become back in 2001. judging from how the population 

has grown significantly over just ten years, this “doubled populace” discern does not seem to be 

far off. 

 

 Pakistan Populace Projections 

The modern increase charge in Pakistan is close to 2%, however that is anticipated to halve to less 

than 1% by way of the yr. 2050 - at which factor it's far predicted to move the 300 million threshold. 

the population is anticipated to close to 210 million via 2020 and get to 245 million via 2030. 

 

 Components Of Populace Change 

1. one delivery every 5 seconds 

2. one death every 5 seconds 

3. one internet migrant every 2 minutes 

4. internet gain of one man or woman each 7 seconds 


